
Best Nursing Bras in Singapore That Offers Support Convenience 

Comfort 
When we talk about preparing for the arrival of a newborn, there’s a very long list of what you 

need. From a crib to a car seat and from little booties to soft mittens, there are a million things 

that a baby needs.  

But in all this, it is typical to forget about what the mums might need after the baby comes home. 

Physical changes in the body continue even after childbirth and what you need when you start 

the journey of motherhood with breastfeeding is a good nursing bra. 

 

Have you thought of buying yourself a maternity bra or a nursing bra? This guide will walk you 
through everything you need including best maternity underwear. 

Why do you need a Nursing Bra? 

You might feel you don’t need one – after all, you already have a lot of bras in your closet, right? 
But a nursing bra can make your life a lot easier. Here’s how. 

https://www.lovemere.com/collections/panties


 

1. A nursing bra can give you more comfort with its soft, breathable fabric. A welcome relief 
from tight bras in the Singapore weather. 

2. You don’t have to completely take your bra off to conveniently breastfeed when you are 
using a nursing bra. 

3. A nursing bra won’t be tight around the bust area. 

4. It will be stretchable and accommodate the changing size of the breasts. 

5. It can give your breasts adequate support and prevent sagging. 

Which Nursing Bra should you buy? 

When it comes to nursing bras, there are a lot of options available. It can be confusing and 

overwhelming to choose the right nursing bras for yourself. So, here’s a helpful guide on the best 

maternity bras to buy this year. 

1. Lovemère Seamless Nursing Bra 
We all need that seamless nursing bra to go under tees and blouses. The Lovemère seamless 

nursing bra perfectly fits the bill and delivers much more than that. With a design that is basic 

and classy, this bra is made to provide optimum comfort without spillage. A simple dropdown 

nursing access is very handy.  

https://www.lovemere.com/collections/maternity-nursing-bra-singapore/


 



2. Chloe Dream Love Organic Bra 

Chloe dream love organic nursing bra is a boon for sore nipples and aching breasts. Crafted from 
organic soft cotton, this nursing bra will be gentle on your skin. It features a crisscross design at 
the front which is easy to pull down for feeding the baby. 

 



A perfect pick for lounging in the house or taking a nap with the baby, this maternity bra will be 
your best friend during breastfeeding. 

3. Emma Paris Sleep Bra 

A nursing mother needs good support for the breasts even when she sleeps. The Emma Paris 
Sleep Bra is specially designed to give you comfort when you get to sleep. It does not have 
constricting bands or straps that dig into your skin. A crisscross design in the front is so easy to 
pull down for nursing, you can actually do it in your sleep! 

 

https://www.lovemere.com/collections/maternity-nursing-bra-singapore/products/lovemere-emma-paris-racerback-sleep-bra


Being a new mum can mean compromising your night's sleep. Take a little bit of help from this 
maternity bra to get the most out of the time you actually sleep! 

4. Dorset Active Nursing Bra 

A little bit of doctor-approved exercise after childbirth can do wonders for you. It not only helps 
in keeping your body healthy, but you also feel better. As a breastfeeding mum, you need extra 
support for your breasts during exercise without having to bother with a tight sports bra. 

 



The Dorset Active Nursing Bra made from breathable and stretchable fabric will give you the 
support and comfort you need. And of course, feeding your baby is a breeze with the drop-down 
access. 

5. Brooklyn Triangle Bra 

We all need a little perking up from time to time. The Brooklyn Triangle Bra is an elegant piece 
of garment that you need in your closet to give your spirits a lift. Styled like a trendy bikini top 
but giving you the functionality of a nursing bra, this is an ideal pick for when you want to add a 
hint of zing to your wardrobe. 

 

https://www.lovemere.com/collections/maternity-nursing-bra-singapore/products/brooklyn-triangle-bra


No clips or zippers here, just pull down to feed the baby! A simple, chic bra for all you chic 
mummies. 

6. Avery Dove Nursing Bralette 

What is lingerie without a bit of lace? Maternity bras need not just be functional, they can be 
beautiful, too! The Avery Dove Nursing Bralette with intricate lace all over adds a dash of 
romance to your maternity wardrobe. Shaped like the wings of a dove in flight, this nursing bra 
is sure to give wings to your spirits, too! 

 

https://www.lovemere.com/collections/maternity-nursing-bra-singapore/products/avery-dove-nursing-bralette


With handy clasps, you can easily nurse your baby. Add this bra to your lingerie collection to 
experience comfort and beauty. 

7. Love, Juliette Nursing Bralette 

Elegance, luxury, beauty, glamour, convenience, and comfort – all come together in the Love 
Juliette Nursing Bralette. With bold detailing and exquisite lace, this Nursing Bralette will 
definitely be your favorite piece in the lingerie drawer. Inspired by the lovely Juliet rose, this 
Nursing Bralette is nothing short of a beautiful art handcrafted specially for you. 

 

With three beautiful colours to choose from it’s difficult to take just one! A must-have nursing 
bra for all beautiful mummies out there. 

https://www.lovemere.com/collections/maternity-nursing-bra-singapore/products/love-juliette-nursing-bralette


8. GIGI Stripes Seamless Nursing Bra 

Comfort meets style with this beautiful GIGI striped seamless nursing bra. It is crafted to meet 
your needs from pregnancy to motherhood. 

 

With lightly padded, seamless, molded cups that offer medium coverage, it is ideal for wearing 
under all your maternity clothing, from casual T-shirts to dresses with a low neckline. Premium 
nylon and spandex helps the cups retain the shape of the bust while providing good support. The 
material is breathable and soft against your skin and prevents chafing. The bra comes with a light 
padding for modesty and comfort. 



Buying Nursing Bras in Singapore 

Buying Nursing Bras in Singapore has never been easier. We know motherhood is a busy job. For 
getting these wonderful nursing bras, you don’t even have to step out of your house. Browse 
different bras at our exclusive store and buy from the comfort of your home. 

Finding the right size is easy with our sizing guide. We also help mummies choose the right size 
when they need help. Also, our personal concierge service helps you exchange garments at your 
doorstep without any hassles! 

 

 
 

https://lovemere.medium.com/lovemere-your-destination-for-comfortable-nursing-bra-in-singapore-fb384b43a00

